people
passionate
about
delivering
better
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The secret of our success is you
Over four decades we have evolved
from a small family business transporting
animal foodstuffs to one of the leading
transport, cleaning, recycling and
surveying companies in Europe.
That hasn’t happened by accident.
We’re still as passionate about meeting
the needs of our customers as the day
we started. That’s how we’ve grown.

Colin
Mechanic
Age – 40
Time with firm – 19 years

I’ve been working here
for about nineteen years,
that’s not unusual. Most of
our customers have been
with us a good while too.
The way we work is based
on trust. Our name is
everything to us; whatever
department you’re in, you’re
working flat out to make
sure the job is done the
way the customer wants.
That’s why they stay with us.

We discovered that the only way to
guarantee our customers’ expectations
were met was to control every step of
the operation, so everything we do,
we do ourselves.
This means
Our transport service
delivers your products on
time, every time, safely
and securely. We know our
customers need versatility
and as a result our transport
services operate from five
sites across the UK
and Ireland. We transport
a wide range of liquid
and powder goods, from
foodstuffs and alcoholic
drinks to chemicals and
industrial products.
We know that our customers
need the highest quality
service. Our engineers and
mechanics design and build
our tankers, utilising four
decades of our on the road
experience, so our 200 strong
fleet provides the ultimate
means of transport in every
field we serve.
Our highly trained and
motivated staff can offer
you a complete range of
in-house cleansing and
screening solutions.

We also offer a comprehensive
recycling service that includes
the mixing, dewatering,
injection and top spreading
of bio-solids.
Our state-of-the-art
cleansing equipment, like
our high-pressure water
jetting units and skid-mounted
vacuum pumps, are operated
by staff trained to the highest
levels in their speciality. Our
high-tech cleansing and
screening services are tailored
for your needs, not ours.
And, finally, we know that
our customers need to work
alongside us. From the first
contact to the final invoice, we
are totally integrated with your
operation. We become part of
your team, so you can stake
your reputation on ours.
That’s why we say; you are the
reason for our success.
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Key Areas of the Business
Everything here is geared to meeting the challenge. It means everyone
has to share the same can do ethos. It’s infectious and there is such a
sense of achievement when the job is done.

Our People

We are only as good as the
people who work for us.
We began as a family company
and have grown by keeping
our family ethos. We go
out of our way to create an
environment that will develop,
motivate and inspire our staff.
Our workforce, recruited locally
at all our sites, is integrated
into a tight company structure,
designed for fast and efficient
decision making.
We operate continual
staff development through
an intensive in-house
modular training programme.
For instance, we have different
in-house manuals for our
drivers, with each driver
undergoing a module for
their speciality.

Everything here is
geared to meeting
the challenge. It means
everyone has to share
the same can do ethos.
It’s infectious and there
is such a sense of
achievement when
the job is done.

Training and development are
constant factors for all our staff,
from our screening teams to the
people who operate our hightech cleaning equipment, and
their performance is constantly
monitored too. That’s on top
of the national qualifications
they need to attain.

Experience

Resources

As a multi-faceted company
we have many decades of
experience providing customers
with solutions specially tailored
to their needs.

Based in five locations across
the UK and Ireland, we have
the resources it takes to
respond efficiently and quickly
to customer demand, however
short the notice.

Our transport arm specialises
in tankers, moving large
amounts of liquid and powder
for multi-national household
names and small family
businesses alike. We’ve
used our experience to build
for the future.
With over 25 years of in-house
engineering experience, we
are constantly adapting and
evolving our fleet to ensure
it is the finest on the road.
Our trucks and tankers are
designed with input from the
people who operate them and
built by the talented engineers
who work alongside them.
That experience extends to
our cleansing and screening
services too, where our teams
have many years experience
working in many different
industrial environments.
We have a reputation for
innovation, creating highly
effective solutions to our
customers’ problems like
our floating mixer and mobile
screening & dewatering units
see (Cleansing Soulutions).
We have designed our own
state-of-the-art IT systems
and vehicle tracking and in-cab
real time data capture devices.

Our ultra modern transport fleet,
which has an average age of
just two and a half years, has
been designed for maximum
efficiency and safety, with
ground level operation to
reduce injury risk.
With a state-of-the-art garage,
comprehensively equipped
with the latest technology, our
mechanics and engineers keep
our fleet in the finest order, while
our customers benefit from our
industry leading equipment in all
our areas of operation.
Our vacuum tankers, ranging
from 44 tonne articulated lorries
to small rigid vehicles, are a
key part of our highly versatile
recycling service.
We offer customers an
extensive range of effective
solutions for every cleansing
and screening need.
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Customer Service

When you drive
for BP McKeefry
you’re very aware
you are not just an
ambassador for them
but for their customers
too. 100% reliability is
crucial to that and so
is flexibility. It’s a big
responsibility but it
goes with the name.

100%

Why do our customers stay with us,
year after year? From blue chip companies
familiar to every household to the smallest
independent business, we are dedicated
to providing the best possible service.

Our promise is simple – we deliver!
Our good name is everything
to us and we work diligently
to protect it. Whatever the cost
to us, if we promise to deliver
we will – safely, securely and
right on time. Our customers
can’t afford delays – even
minutes can cost – so from
our back up teams to our
drivers, everyone is focused
on meeting your deadlines.

From the first contact with
our friendly staff, we integrate
ourselves into your team.
We build our relationship with
you, work out the service you
need and deliver in partnership
with you. We even design our
own software to integrate with
your computer network so you
can easily access your orders
and records.

We don’t make exaggerated
claims for our services. Instead,
we say what we do and do what
we say. That way our customers
get a consistently high quality
of service providing real value
for money.

We only work with the best
too. For instance, we have
formed lasting relationships
with our key suppliers so we
can guarantee a secure service
for all our customers.

With clear lines of communication,
honed over decades, we can
respond quickly and appropriately
to each customer request. We
understand that our customers’
time is precious therefore we
have developed a bespoke
Customer Portal to provide
access to real time information.
This enables our customers
to make decisions quickly
and streamline their
administration functions.

Do we keep our promises?
Our track record says it all.
Customers come to us
because of our name and
they stay with us because
of our service. From blue chip
companies familiar to every
household to the smallest
independent business, we
are dedicated to providing
the best possible service.
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Transport Solutions
We offer a range of high quality solutions that lead the way in food,
industrial and chemical transportation. Our food tanks meet the
requirements of the largest and most demanding food processing
companies, while our industrial powder tanks are used by market
leaders. Our ISO and chemical tanks surpass the most exacting
standards in terms of safety, security and efficiency.

Food Tanks

Powder Tanks

ISO Tanks

Chemical Tanks

Our food tanks are used by
leaders in the food processing
industry, covering a wide range
of foods. Why? Because they
know our trailers fulfil the
demanding requirements of
food transportation, while our
operations are focused on the
guaranteed delivery times that
are essential to the industry.

Our high capacity powder
tanks are lightweight and
silent, easy to clean and
carry high volume discharge
equipment as standard.

Modern and lightweight,
our purpose built ISO tanks
offer greater payloads, better
temperature control and secure
product integrity.

We continually invest in our
tipping powder tank fleet,
using the latest in design
and technology to make
sure we offer the ultimate in
transportation for granulated or
powder product requirements.

Because we organise and
control the complete operation
from collection to delivery we
can offer the best response
times and service levels to
our customers.

Our ADR chemical tanks
offer maximum payloads,
guaranteed product integrity
and operator safety. No wonder
they are the choice of so many
leading companies.

To maintain the shelf lives
of food products they must
be transported at precise
temperatures constantly
maintained throughout the
course of the journey. We also
meet the highest standards of
hygiene and product security.
Our customers are constantly
moving product standards
forward, advancing their
own production and product
safety systems. By creating
transporting solutions that
give our customers a
competitive edge we
become an integral part
of this development process.
We also provide secure,
cost effective transportation
of high specification liquid
foodstuffs, like milk or liquid
sugar. We operate a large
fleet of tankers specially
designed for the transport of
numerous alcoholic beverages
such as whiskey, cider, wine
and liquors, for a variety of
blue chip customers.
Our procedures and systems are
in line with HACCP, operating
at all times within the SCOPA
guidelines to ensure your
products are safe in our care.

All our tanks are designed to
allow maximum payloads with
tank capacities ranging up to
65m3 to accommodate low
density products.
Our powder fleet meets
the requirements of the
largest and most demanding
food processing customers.
Renowned within the sector,
our industrial powder tanks
are used by a variety of blue
chip clients.

Built to comply with ADR,
RID and IMO standards, our
tanks can hold up to 35,000
litres. They fully meet all health
and safety requirements,
while an enclosed lid and
outlet ensures a greater load
security. The use of steam
coils also allows the heating of
sensitive products, which are
monitored with calibrated digital
temperature gauges.

With experience in handling a
wide range of liquid products,
from transportation to storage,
we have the knowledge and
ability to move large amounts
of low hazard products and
classes 3, 6, 8 and 9.
Not only are our drivers and staff
who handle dangerous goods
ADR trained but we also have
our own in-house NEBOSH
certified Health, Safety and
Environmental Adviser and a
dedicated Dangerous Goods
Safety Adviser. Needless
to say, all our equipment
meets the relevant ADR and
IMO standards.
As an ISO 14001, ISO 9001,
OHSAS 18001 and SQAS
registered haulier you can be
confident that your products
are safe in our care.

Whether it’s foodstuffs,
chemicals, industrial goods,
liquid or powder, we insist
on the highest standards
in safety, security,
efficiency and hygiene.
The latest in design and
technology ensures our
high capacity tankers carry
large amounts of goods
at precise and consistent
temperatures. Add to that
drivers and operations staff
who ensure our deliveries
are made on time, every
time, and you can see why
our customers return to us,
again and again.
Peter Esler
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Cleansing & Recycling Solutions
We offer customers a fantastic range of
effective solutions for every cleansing
and surveying need.

Jetting Units
Our high-pressure water
jetting units are designed for
the most effective cleaning of
everything from sewers and
culverts, wet-well’s and gullies
through to all sizes and types
of tanks and lagoons.
The top quality performance
comes from having high power
vacuum pumps operating
through suction booms of up
to 8” diameter. Likewise, the
jetting units operate at 2500psi
whilst delivering 95 gallons per
minute, ensuring our machines
comfortably meet even the
toughest of challenges.
It’s not just our highly effective
equipment that stands out
either. Each unit is operated by
a crew, trained in confined
space entry to City & Guilds
6150-03 standard and the New
Roads and Street Works Act
1991 (NRSWA) Signing, Lighting
and Guarding (Chapter 8).

BPM De-Rag Pro
(Mobile Screener – SBV01)

BPM Tri-Screen Plus
(Mobile Screener – SBV02)

As a company that continually
seeks to improve our operations
and service delivery, our talented
engineers consistently develop
innovative solutions to our
customers’ problems. The
De-Rag Pro is a prime example
of this.

Following on from the success
of our BPM De-Rag Pro, we
developed the BPM Tri-Screen
Plus. This innovative 3 stage
approach is specifically
designed to process material
with high volumes of rag, fat
and grit.

The De-Rag Pro is a selfcontained mobile screening unit,
which was designed and
constructed in-house to process
material containing high volumes
of rag, fat, vegetation, paper,
cardboard etc. The mechanical
rake screen can also easily cope
with product containing
particularly high levels of rag
being lifted directly on to the
screen (no risk of blinding and
throughput maintained).

The BPM Tri-Screen Plus achieves
significantly advanced screening
capability through a combination
of rake separation and vibrating
bed technology. Utilising a
mechanical rake screen (patent
pending) upstream effectively
removes rag & fat, therefore
allowing the vibrating beds and
cyclone to efficiently remove
finer solids including grit, bone,
stone, sand, shells etc.
Screening down to 0.1mm at a
throughput of 60m3 per hour is
readily achievable.

The cleanliness of processed
solids is industry leading which
aids compaction, minimising
vehicle movements and disposal
costs. The potential savings that
may be realised by the utilisation
of the BPM De-Rag Pro is
significant. If cleaning a typical
tank containing around 500m3
of wet rag and organic matter
with the BPM De-Rag Pro waste
will be reduced by approximately
83% (415 tonnes).

Solids removed in the process
for disposal are also industry
leading in terms of cleanliness
and dryness, significantly
reducing transport and
disposal costs.”

Vacuum Tanks

Special Projects Team

Recycling

Corporate and Social Responsibility

BP McKeefry vacuum tanks
are the safest and most
effective way to move liquid
bio-solids from small to large
sewage treatment works or, if
appropriate, to land recycling.

B.P.McKeefry also offers a
“Special Projects Team”,
consisting of a multi-skilled,
highly trained team of operatives
with access to a variety of both
off-the-shelf and bespoke plant
and equipment enabling them to
perform a wide range of tasks.
These include, (but not limited
to), Pipework jetting, sump and
pit emptying, tank cleaning and
wash-downs, confined space
entry work (including working
set breathing apparatus), sludge
de watering / mixing and tanker
assisted loading as well as
product screening and
separation. With years of
experience to draw upon, the
team often devise solutions to
site cleansing problems beyond
the capability of the competition.

We take our responsibility to
the planet very seriously and
are constantly looking at ways
to improve our impact on the
environment. From installing
wind turbines and photovoltaic
panels to power our factory
to using a bio mass boiler for
heating, we think green at
all times. As a transportation
company we are constantly
working to ensure our tankers
are equipped with the latest
technology to lower emissions,
while we motivate our drivers
to reduce fuel consumption as
much as possible.

As a family business we understand that
our operations have an impact on the wider
community and we take our responsibility to
our neighbours and the environment just as
seriously as we do to our family of employees.
From ensuring our employees achieve a
happy work/life balance to fundraising for local
charities and investing in green energy, we are
dedicated to putting our family values
into practice.

Our complete recycling services
include the mixing, dewatering,
injection and top spreading
of bio-solids. We meet all
national health and safety,
quality and environmental
standards, while our
management systems ensure
full traceability, immediate
access to information via our
customer portal and detailed
volume movement reports from
the in-cab data capture devices
fitted to our vehicles.

B.P. McKeefry are proud to be accredited with:

Versatility is key to this work.
Our ultra modern fleet, which
ranges from 44 tonne articulated
lorries to small rigid vehicles,
combines maximum payloads of
up to 30.5 tonnes with the ability
to access small sites.

Confined Space Safety and
Rescue Services providing you
with confidence, assurance
and performance.
Our confined space safety and
technical rescue service delivers
a dedicated technical rescue
service you can rely on. Our team,
which includes current serving
front line emergency service
personnel and technical rescue
specialists, ensures your
employees and contractors
work in the safest environment
possible at all times.
The team become totally
integrated with your workforce
to ensure a safe yet efficient
working environment.

Accreditations and Awards
•
•
•
•

ISO 9001:2008
ISO 14001:2004
OHSAS 18001:2007
CEFIC Safety and Quality Assessment System
(SQAS)
• Fleet Operator Recognition Scheme (FORS)
• Achilles
• SCOPA
Recent awards include:

• ROSPA Gold Achievement Award
• ROSPA Best New Entry Award
• ARENA Network Environmental Benchmarking
Survey Gold Award
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Contact our people
to find out why we are
the ideal partner for
your transportation and
cleansing needs

Our National Reach

B.P. McKeefry Ltd
(Head Office)
114 Grove Road
Swatragh
Maghera
BT46 5QZ
T +44 (0)28 7940 1333
F +44 (0)28 7940 1297
B.P. McKeefry (Irl) Ltd.
Tolka Quay Road
Dublin Port
Dublin 1
T +353 (0)18 55 85 53
F +353 (0)18 55 85 56
B.P. McKeefry Ltd.
164 Regent Road
Bootle
Merseyside
L20 8DD
T +44 (0)15 1933 4333
F +44 (0)15 1933 9411

B.P. McKeefry Ltd.
Estate Road No. 4
South Humberside Industrial
Estate
Grimsby
N E Lincs
DN31 2TB
T +44 (0)14 7234 0333
F +44 (0)14 7235 9614
B.P. McKeefry Ltd.
c/o Basingstoke STW
Off Reading Road
Chineham
Basingstoke
RG24 8LL
T +44 (0)12 5635 9333
F +44 (0)12 5635 9033
B.P. McKeefry Ltd.
c/o Crawley STW
Radford Road
Tinsley Green
Crawley
RH10 3NW
T +44 (0)12 9388 7333
F +44 (0)12 9388 7551

www.bpmckeefry.com
info@bpmckeefry.com

